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1.1 MEET THE FACILITATOR 

 

Hi, everyone! I’m Crystal-Jade Lerios and I am delighted to be your facilitator for this module! Since 
we will be spending some time together, I thought I could offer some background information. I am a 
Learning and Education Consultant and the founder of VitaComm Education. VitaComm’s vision is to 
empower communities through life-long learning which is one of the reasons why we are associate 
partners in this STREAMpreneur project. My academic background includes a B.Sc in Mathematics, An 
M.Sc in Anthropology of Childhood, Youth and Education and further research in Cognitive 
Neuroscience of Education. My work portfolio includes teacher training, teaching Mathematics, 
consulting and creating learning packages for schools and other organisations. For this module the 
organisation I have partnered up with the DOREA Educational Institute.  

Through this partnership, I am very privileged to be taking on the role of a facilitator for this specific 
module. I always choose the term “facilitator” over “trainer” or any other term because the word 
“facilitator” helps remind me to come from a mindset that aims to be considerate about the fact that 
the people joining this module might be at different stages of their personal and professional lives 
which in turn can of course shape their training needs and journey accordingly. That is why the 
motivation that will drive this module will lie with providing you with the support and flexibility you 
need to create and refine your own STREAMpreneur training approach instead of me just dictating a 
specific and unchangeable way to reach youth while training them regarding matters of both STREAM 
and Entrepreneurship.   

And while in yes in a way this is a one-sided conversation due to the format of the module, I would 
like you to feel free to reach out to me either individually or as a school or organisation. I will be happy 
to provide you with further insight and assistance as you embark on a journey to find the 
STREAMpreneur training style that suits yourself and the youth members you are working with. 

You will find all the relevant details included in the transcript. 
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